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Maduro modifies currency
by Ethan Sanders
Humor Editor

While Venezuela is usually known for its natural 
scenery and environmental diversity, the country’s 
recent economic status has become critical. For 
years, this South American country has struggled 
to control the inflation of its currency, the bolívar, 
to maintain a steady economy. While Venezuela has 
largely prevented inflation in the past few decades, 
the country recently went into a state of economic 
crisis after inflation approached one-million percent. 
This hyperinflation rendered the bolívar nearly 
worthless, forcing thousands of Venezuelans to 
flee to bordering countries amid medical and food 
shortages and a skyrocketing crime rate.

Along with its floundering economy, infla-
tion is affecting the daily life of the majority of 
Venezuelans too. At the Atlantic Council, Jason 
Marczak, the Director of the Adrienne Arscht Latin 
America Center, stated in an interview from Forbes, 
“[Venezuela’s] homicide rate is the world’s second 
highest… and people are hungry and without med-
icine.” Due to this lack of necessities, more than 
600,000 Venezuelans have already fled the country, 
mainly seeking refuge in the bordering countries of 
Colombia and Brazil. This mass emigration is leaving 
Venezuela with a decreasing workforce, further 
diminishing its economic state.

However, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro 
has devised what he calls a “revolutionary formula” 
to his currency’s hyperinflation. Maduro issued a 
new currency on August 20: the bolívar soberano 
(sovereign bolivar). The new currency is worth 
100,000 “old” bolívares and is tied to a state-backed 
cryptocurrency called the Petro. The refreshed 
economic measures also included a 60-fold increase 
in Venezuela’s minimum wage which took effect on 
Sept. 1. According to a survey conducted by Reuters 
this February, almost 90 percent of Venezuelans live 

COM: Panama promotes tradition and modernization

in poverty, and over 60 percent of those surveyed 
said that they did not have enough money to 
buy food. The new minimum wage will aim to 
fix this the country’s rampant poverty, hopefully 
solving its hunger and economic crisis. 

President Maduro believes that the people of 
Venezuela will adapt to the adjustment of prices 
on the street and the rebranded bolívar. Still, 
experts remain unconvinced. Writing in Forbes, 
economist Steve Hanke of the Cato Institute 
described the new currency as a “scam” and 
compared the new measures to plastic surgery, 
asserting that they are nothing more than a 
“face lift.”

However, the rebalancing of the new currency 
will take take to develop and take effect. The 
government and people of Venezuela will have 
to work together for many years to reestablish 
their nation’s economic status and stability.
(Sources: Forbes, BBC, CNN, Reuters)

by Reegan McCluskey
News Editor

A majority of people run in terror when they 
see a yellow and black insect flying towards them. 
Although bees can cause momentary pain and severe 
allergic reactions, they are essential to the ecosys-
tem. Bees have faced the threat of extinction for 
the past three decades, but through trial and error, 
scientists from Amsterdam believe that they have 
discovered a solution.  

Many scientists have speculated on the reasons 
for the strange decline in bees. David Kleijn, an ecol-
ogy professor from Wageningen University, stated, 
“the biggest factor contributing to the decline of 
bees globally is loss of habitat. Urbanization and 
the expansion of agriculture is leaving bees without 
native plants to consume and space to build hives 
or burrow.” With this broad idea, ecologists in 
Amsterdam put their solutions to work by building 
bee-friendly parks in Amsterdam.

Geert Timmermans, an ecologist working on city 
solutions in Amsterdam, explained, “Our strategy is 
to when we design a park, we use native species, but 
also the species that give a lot of flowering and fruit 
for [bees].” With the help of members from the city, 
Timmermans and his team believe that they can help 
revive the bees population in Amsterdam. With this 
breakthrough of changing the bees’ environment, 
cities all over the world can play a role in restoring 
the declining bee population. Inside of these parks, 
recent addition of new structures known as “insect 
hotels” help attract bees and other insects to the 
designated areas. 

Along with the city parks designed to accommo-
date bees and their flower preferences, local hotels 
contributed to the movement as well. The hotel 
Zoku, located in downtown Amsterdam, created a 
roof garden to provide a feeding ground for bees and 
scenic oasis for visitors to take in nature. 

After tracking the effects of adding insect hotels 
and planting native plants, Amsterdam scientists 
discovered an additional reason for the rise in bees.  
A Mentalfloss article concluded, “The rise of wild bee 
and honeybee populations in Amsterdam has also 
been linked to a ban against chemical pesticides on 
public land. A study from last year found that one 
widely used pesticide makes it harder for bees to 
fly on target.” Amsterdam as a city has made huge 
strides in solving the decline of bees, and their 
methods have proved to be successful. 

Amsterdam helps save bees
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by Morgan Tinsley
Sports Editor

Panama, a diverse Central American country that bridges North 
and South America, is home to a bustling urban population and an 
indigenous community. Most Panamanians reside in the urban area 
of the country, especially the country’s capital, Panama City, but 
indigenous groups such as the Kunas, Emberás, and Ngöbe-Buglés still 

occupy remote areas. Panama 
serves as a sanctuary for a rich 
variety of people, cultures, 
cuisine, and nature.

While the indigenous peo-
ples of Panama only account 
for approximately five to eight 
percent of the population, 
they maintain their traditional 
culture and way of life in res-
ervations known as comarcas. 
Indigenous groups often speak 
their own languages in addi-
tion to the national language, 
Spanish. They typically make 
a living by farming, fishing, 

hunting, and making and selling handicrafts, yet each indigenous 
group varies greatly from others, with distinct cultures, craft spe-

cialties and attire. 
Panama City, the nation’s capital, and other urban cities contain 

the majority of the Panamanian population. Panama City claims the 
largest urban area in the country, and maintains an economy depen-
dent on financial services and activities associated with traffic on the 
Panama Canal. While Panama City has emerged as a common tourist 
destination and a major financial center, the city also pays homage to 
colonial times by preserving old plazas and a cathedral.

Panamanians greatly value their culture and beliefs, many of 
which the indigenous peoples of Panama shaped and passed down. 
Furthermore, family is essential to Panamanians, along with religion. 
Most are Catholic, but Panama allows for complete religious freedom. 
Music also remains a huge part of Panama’s culture, and restaurants and 
shops will frequently feature music during the day. Although Panama 
is not famous for its cuisine, Panamanian specialties like ceviche, fried 
plantain cakes, and tamales incorporate a wide variety of flavors and 
cultures which reflect the country’s own diversity.

Mountains of beautiful, lush forests filled with exotic animals 
cover the landscape of Panama. These mountains merge into the sandy 
beach coastlines on either side of the country, which separates the 
Pacific Ocean and Caribbean Sea. Panama’s tropical location provides 
a warm climate, where the temperature of even the coldest months 
seldom drops below 78 degrees Fahrenheit on the coast. National 
parks account for much of the country’s land, attracting tourists and 
providing shelter for various plants and animals. 

Panama is a country of diverse people, culture, food, and geogra-
phy. The urban metropolis of Panama contrasts with the indigenous 
peoples in remote areas of the country, yet the entirety of Panamanian 
culture mixes aspects of each to create a nation that is one of a kind.
(Sources: National Geographic, World Atlas, Encyclopedia Britannica, 
World Travel Guide)

India legalizes gay sex in monumental court ruling
by Alaina Fox
World Editor

On Thursday, Sept. 6, India made history by revising a law against 
“unnatural sex” to no longer include consensual homosexual relation-
ships. Section 377 of India’s federal law outlawed “carnal intercourse 
against the order of nature,” which was interpreted to include sex 
between people of the same gender. Previously, violations could result 
in up to ten years in prison. The law is still in place, but it can only be 
used in instances of bestiality, not homosexuality. Though India has 
yet to legalize gay marriage, many agree that this is a monumental 
change and are optimistic about marriage reforms in the near future.

This landmark decision is different from prior rulings. In 2013, the 

Indian Supreme Court struck down a judgement that ruled in 
favor of legalizing consensual gay sex. This 2009 judgement only 
affected the Delhi region, but the Supreme Court opposed it four 
years later after a group of conservative dissenters protested.

However, activists note that this change is not from western 
influence, but rather a recovery from British colonization. Hin-
duism, the most prominent religion in India, considered hijras, 
or intersex and transgender people, to be powerful demigods. 
Queer gods were mentioned in sacred texts. After Britain invaded 
India in the mid-1800s, a pervasive, homophobic culture dictated 
laws and impacted perspectives on LGBT+ identities.

This culture lingers in India today. Some Indian conservatives 
are unhappy with the ruling. Swami Chakrapani, the president 
of a conservative group called All India Hindu Mahasabha, com-
plained, “we are giving credibility and legitimacy to mentally 
sick people.” 

In contrast to this orthodox perspective, the court was 
unanimous in its decision. One Chief Justice, Dipak Misra, 
proclaimed that the law was, “irrational, indefensible, and 
manifestly arbitrary.” Furthermore, the court decided to grant 
full legal protections to people in the LGBT+ community. Though 
individual opinions in India varied widely, the legal system will 
now be siding with equality.

Though India’s ruling represents progress, there are still 
71 countries in the world where same-sex relationships are 
outlawed. In Iran, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Sudan, Nigeria, and 
Yemen, homosexual behavior can result in capital punishment.

In short, India’s Supreme Court decision to legalize gay sex 

is a remarkable sign of societal progress. That being said, a stigma 
around LGBT+ identities is still common throughout the nation. Activ-
ists hope this ruling will alleviate some of the country’s prejudice.

(Sources: NY Times, HRC, CNN, BBC, The Guardian)EQUALITY FOR MANY: India has the second largest population in the world.

INCLUSIVE INDIA: India is the thirty-fifth country in Asia to legalize gay sex.
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Inventor Deborah Post founded Honey Highway, 
an organization that plants native flowers and 
shrubs along bike paths and railways to give the bees 
a fresh food source. With these Honey Highways, 
Post also involves students of all ages to understand 
the importance and process of keeping bees. 

Since 66% of bees are dying, it’s incredibly 
important to learn that simple tasks, such as plant-
ing native flowers and stopping the use of pesticides 
can help the crisis.
(Sources: NBC News, GreenPeace, and ABC)
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CITYSCAPE: Urban areas draw tourists.

CLASSIC CUISINE: Ceviche is a common dish in Panama that includes seafood.
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